
Progress and new products
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For most of my life so far I have been used to the great advances that have
come from better technology and from the competitive choices free enterprise
has offered us. I was an early adopter of an office computer, the mobile
phone, home computer, better cars and a range of new home products to make
the chores easier and to improve the look and efficiency of the household.

Today we are witnessing a number of new products pushed upon us by
government. Some of these top down products do not offer the same improved
performance that we are used to in each new generation of device. I have
recently looked at the way the electric car does not offer anything like the
same flexibility and performance as a modern diesel or petrol car when it
comes to range and to refuelling. As a result manufacturers are finding it
difficult to sell large numbers.

There is then the curious case of the digital radio. My FM radios were good.
They gave good reception. They were easy to operate, with an on off switch
and a tuning knob with display that meant you could get quickly and easily to
your chosen station. The BBC and the government then told us we had to move
over to digital radio. To make us do so the quality of the FM gradually
deteriorated, forcing us to buy a product we otherwise did not want. I have
two digital radios, I dislike them both. Their reception quality is not as
good as my FM used to be before they started the changes. I frequently have
to redirect the wire aerial to try to get a better signal.When a plane goes
over there is interference. It does not work in my study at all. When I
unplug the radio it loses all its tuning. It takes for ever to re set the
tuning which has to be done digitally by constant pressing down on a button
whilst it moves slowly through the ranges.

I am the constant recipient of calls telling me I need to have a smart meter
fitted. No-one ever tells me why this is a good thing for me. I am well aware
of my electric bills, and have a way of managing my use of power. If I want
to see how much I am using I can see that from the current meter, but it is
commonsense based on knowing how many appliances you are running at any given
time. The best way to persuade people to take on something new is to explain
why it will improve their lives, not by badgering them.

Some of the freely chosen new private sector products also fail to impress.
At home I have a conventional electric cooker. I switch it on and turn a knob
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to the desired heat level, and get instant results. The oven has a
temperature control and a knob to choose how hot you want it to be. It is
easy and clear. In my flat someone before I bought it had fitted a glass hob
with digital control. When you switch on the power you get a flashing set of
displays. You then have to hold your thumb on the right part of the hob and
hope it will then switch itself on. Often it does not want to and it can take
time to catch it in the right way before it bothers to switch on. Then you
have to grapple with the same defective system to try to get the individual
hot plate to go on, with frequent attention to the right spot on the hob to
try to get the plate up to a hot enough setting. If you are tired and hungry
and want to heat something up it is frustrating and often fails to work
promptly.

I was recently told I had to accept a new phone in my Parliamentary office. I
said I did not want one and thought it a waste of money, but they switched
phones when I was out of the office anyway. The new one blots out part of my
computer screen when I am working if the phone rings which is annoying.It
requires pressing buttons to hear a call as well as picking the hand set up.
Why?

Those who innovate need to test out how people will use their products, and
ask if their innovation does really make something better. To sell us
electric cars governments and manufacturers need to get them closer to the
specifications we enjoy in our current vehicles. To make us happy with many
ordinary domestic products rediscovering the simplicity of the physical
switch and knob would make life better. Digital is great for word processing,
communications and electronic transactions, but that does not mean everything
has to be done by touch screen and digi numbers.

Well done England
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What an amazing game of cricket! It was a roller coaster ride for players and
fans, with great drama down to the last ball of the final super over. England
showed great resource and determination against a brilliant New Zealand team
who were so close to victory themselves.
Congratulations to an England team who have provided so much good
entertainment over the last four years making their way to become world
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champions.

Good fortune to the English cricket
team

The English cricket team has played brilliantly in their last three games,
winning each of them in style. They have earned their place in the final, and
they are quite capable of winning the title of world champions.

Their comprehensive defeat of Australia displayed great hostile bowling and
flamboyant and powerful batting. Jason Roy was fantastic, hitting 85 very
quickly at the start of the innings and making the most successful pace
bowler of the competition look ordinary. It was a travesty that he was given
out when he missed by a big margin a high rising ball going well down the leg
side, only to be judged out caught behind. He looked set for a big hundred in
super fast time.

Today we will witness the most important cricket game of this year, at
Lord’s,the home of cricket. It is a fabulous ground and the eyes of the
cricketing world will be on the two teams left to battle it out. New Zealand
has a hostile and impressive pace attack who will want to test out the
English batting might.

It is sad that this biggest of events for England’s summer sport will not
appear on BBC tv. Once again our national broadcaster lets England down and
sets its face against our great traditions. There is much more passion and
support for this sport in India and Pakistan than there is at Broadcasting
House. Other countries and their national broadcasters would be much prouder
if such an event took place in their country, especially when the Home team
has a chance of lifting the trophy.

Farewell to Prime Minister May

The legacy interview with Mrs May by the BBC was predictably sympathetic from
a BBC who has always been the mouthpiece of Project Fear and who refuses to
run Project Opportunity for Brexit. They will not interview those of us with
plans for a great future out of the EU cleanly on 31 October. There is no
discussion of how we can spend the money, cheer up the economy, change laws,
back a UK fishing industry, grow more of our own food and all the other
advantages leaving can bring.
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Throughout the long wasted months of the May premiership as she allowed delay
after delay in proper Brexit preparation I asked myself if she was a very
clever Remainer deliberately seeking to dilute, delay and maybe wreck Brexit,
or if she was just naive in thinking there was a compromise between Remain
and Leave which would unite MPs and the country.

It was true she surrounded herself with Remain in crucial roles. Her main
official negotiator, her Chancellor, Business Secretary, Chief of Staff and
her Deputy were all staunchly pro Remain. Her Brexit Secretaries were Leave
but were marginalised and excluded from helping form what became the
disastrous Chequers negotiating policy. Strong Leavers with a history of
knowledge and understanding of how to do Brexit were excluded from
government. Iain Duncan Smith on borders and migration, Owen Paterson on
fishing and farming, Peter Lilley and Marcus Fish on trade, Bernard Jenkin on
machinery of government, Theresa Villiers on Northern Ireland, Mark Francois
on European politics, Bill Cash on constitution and law and others all had
plenty of good advice and commitment but none were allowed to be Ministers.
David Jones, a very able and committed Brexit department Minister was sacked,
presumably because he was too good.

It was also clear from the beginning the One sided Withdrawal Agreement was
rejected by a huge majority of the electorate, uniting Leave and Remain
voters in condemnation, yet she ground on with it. It violated the Manifesto
which said future relationship and Withdrawal issues had to be negotiated at
the same tine and wrapped up in the two years allotted. Her eventual decision
to delay exit also implies a wish to damage Brexit, overturning her stance
that No deal is better than a bad deal. As the government limped on more and
more Leave Ministers felt they had to resign, so the government became more
and more Remain, cut off from the growing Leave and Brexit vote in the
country. It was the decision to delay the exit which meant the Conservatives
under Mrs May collapsed from a creditable 43% in February 2019 in expectation
of a No Withdrawal Agreement departure to just 9% in the European election
which followed the ignominy of giving in over departure. Much of the
collapsed Conservative vote went to the Brexit party who campaigned for a No
deal exit.

She says in her valedictory interview she underestimated the resolve on both
sides against her compromise. So she claims she was trying to find a
compromise between Leave and Remain. It is amazing she thought she could do
this when both sides endlessly explained to her their positions. The
Agreement was nothing like Brexit and quite unsaleable to Leave. To Remain it
was obviously worse than staying in properly with voice and vote.

The May premiership fell into three phases. The first short one with the
inherited majority was fine, with the PM laying out a sensible and firm
approach to Brexit. The second phase after the election losses was also fine,
with Mrs May working closely with the 110 strongly Leave MPs in the
Conservative party to get the EU Withdrawal Agreement through. We did so
despite the concerted opposition of up to a dozen or so Remain Conservative
MPs. The third phase was when she decided to stop working with the 110 Leave
MPs and side more with the minority of Remain MPs, including those in the
Cabinet. That was the phase which led inevitably to her departure with no



Brexit result. It was characterised by a blitz of negative publicity about a
so called NO Deal Brexit, with Ministers fuelling the gloom and helping some
of the misleading scare stories. It was unusual to see a government trying to
talk down everything instead of being sensibly optimistic about prospects.

I reached the point where I decided it did not matter if it was a Remain plot
or a massive well intended misjudgement. Either way it was enormously sad for
our country that we wasted three years looking weak and foolish
internationally because we would not just leave as required by voters. It has
left both Remain and Leave voters unhappy. The country says get on with it.
We voted to leave, not to stay in for another 21 to 45 months three years on,
and certainly not to sign a Future Partnership Treaty which might well be
much like staying in without voice or vote.

Gulf tensions

Mr Hunt tells us we need more warships. He needs to concentrate on our
relationship with Iran. UK forces helped the Gibraltar authorities seize an
Iranian tanker on the grounds that it was taking oil to Syria against EU and
US sanctions. In response Iran threatened to take a UK tanker. Iran or
associated groups had already made unprovoked attacks on other tankers in the
area. This week we saw a possible threat to a UK tanker in the Straits of
Hormuz, repelled by HMS Montrose.

The first thing we need is the evidence from the Iranian tanker to
demonstrate the legitimacy of the seizure, with appropriate treatment of the
Captain who has been detained. Presumably a case will be brought against him.
The second thing we need is confirmation of the arrangements for future UK
tanker security near to Iran. The US is indicating their forces might be part
of a general response to any Iranian threats. The UK normally has four
minesweepers and an amphibious landing ship based at Bahrain, and clearly the
frigate HMS Montrose is also available. All these ships have weaponry that
could warn off smaller Iranian naval vessels of the types being deployed. If
the UK works with other allies led by the USA, then there is the Abraham
Lincoln carrier group in the area as well.

As the USA and the UK says, defending the rights of all to passage in
international shipping lanes is important to world trade and to peaceful co
existence between countries. Oil sanctions have helped drive up the price of
oil internationally, but not excessively. The rapid expansion of US oil and
gas output continues to offset the losses of OPEC production through
sanctions against Iran and through governmental incompetence in Venezuela. We
need to hear more from Mr Hunt of how the UK is going to seek resolution of
this conflict in the context of the Iranian nuclear agreement and the
division between the EU and the USA on this matter.

The US strategy is to force policy change on Iran by sanctions. Iran responds
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with military provocation. The UK should do what it needs to do to defend our
shipping, seeking to avoid being drawn into any wider military conflict.


